
KEY DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION

Get More Value with  
Key Document Identification
KEY DOCUMENTS ARE A CRITICAL PART OF CASE STRATEGY  
AND PREPARATION 

From finding documents within case themes to deposition preparation, they play a 
pivotal role in supporting offensive and defensive strategies. The right partner can  
make a big difference in the speed and quality of the results, which in turn, can affect 
case outcomes.

At Lighthouse, we optimized our key document review solution to deliver the documents 
you need in the time you need them. The table below illustrates how Lighthouse stacks 
up against other approaches for a typical matter.

300,000 starting documents
5 topics / depositions

Lighthouse review Find Facts Fast Linear review

Team size
 4 linguists and 
subject matter 

experts

10 analysts  
and reviewers

27 reviewers

Days to complete 18 45 56

Yield <1% 5% 20%*

Law firm review** 3K documents 15K documents 60K documents

Total cost $264,529 $547,500 $750,000***

There are three 
core elements 
in getting the 
documents you 
need when you 
want them:
Team size – A small 
team means easier 
communication, leading 
to higher consistency—
especially important as 
new information arises.

 Days to complete – Faster 
results gives case teams 
more time to explore 
additional themes, pivot, 
and craft case strategy.

Yield – Labeling a smaller 
percentage of the corpus 
as key decreases the 
burden, time, and cost of 
downstream review.

* Typical yield of this approach is 10-30%
** Assuming $500/hr associate review cost with a review pace of 40 docs/hr
*** Assuming $1.50 / doc for review
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The Secret to Our Typical Yield of 1% or Less 

Nuanced search 
We deliver a highly-targeted set of documents by using the right combination of 
expertise and technology to scale search that’s contextualized. 

Best versioning process
Our team hand-selects the fewest documents that provides counsel with the complete 
picture of a fact pattern. This minimizes counsel’s document review time investment 
without the fear of missing critical information necessary for the case.

TEAM
Your Lighthouse key document  

review team is comprised of  
information retrieval experts. 

TOOL
Our proprietary tool was built  

to scale expert searches of  
document text and metadata. 

What do we mean by scale?

One line of Lighthouse search 
can replace 700K lines in a 

common search tool.

Who are information  
retrieval experts?

A team with a combination  
of linguistic, data science,  

and legal expertise. 

It wouldn’t have been 

possible without 

[Lighthouse] putting 

us in a position to 

succeed. I can’t tell 

you how many times 

we relied on the 

searches and work 

product that [your 

team] generated. 
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